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!  The nature of sustainable policies 

!  Systems thinking in top-down policymaking 

!  Systems thinking in bottom-up policymaking 

!  Integration and summary 

Outline 
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!  Ecostructure is the set of expectations and norms 
about what everybody thinks policymakers are doing 
!  Ecostructure determines how policymakers, 

citizens, and technocrats view themselves 
!  Ecostructure can be changed 

Theme Is Ecostructure 
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Source: Colander, D. and Kupers R. (2014). Complexity and the art of public policy; Image source: https://allencentre.wikispaces.com/file/view/King%20Louis/
443252314/326x497/King%20Louis 
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The Nature of Sustainable Policies 

Section A 



Leading Case Study in the History of Public Health 

Abel Wolman (1892-1989) 
JHU professor from 1937-1962 
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How to Convince Cities to Pay for Municipal Water Systems 

!  Winners 
!  Everybody gets less typhoid and less 

diarrhea 
!  Convenience for home water users 

!  Losers 
!  Tax-burden heaviest on those with 

most property 
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City after City 
Still Hesitated to 
Do Municipal 
Water 

!  In 1918—Wolman appeared before city council in Elkton, MD 
and gave his standard typhoid fever talk 
!  Elkton’s typhoid death rate was 50 per 100,000—highest 

in Maryland 
!  Mayor and city councilors were polite but unimpressed  

!  Wolman sent his staff to map a skeleton of the fire-fighter’s 
map of the water supply 
!  Hydrants placed near key properties 
!  30% of properties owned by town’s chief landlord 

!  Calculated that with municipal water the fire insurance bill 
on city property would go down by 25% every single year 
!  Most of savings to the chief landlord 
!  Insurance savings could pay off the bond issue 

!  Wolman stopped talking about typhoid and ever after talked 
about fire hydrants 
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“… the professional has and will continue to have a prime function, namely, 
the illumination of choices for the political decision-maker.”  

—Wolman, 1965 

An Ecostructure of Illumination 

Source: Wolman, A. (1965). Water: Economics and politics. Journal Water Pollution Control Federation, 37, 145-150. 8 



!  Incentive compatibility among key stakeholders 
!  Public health policies make winners and losers 
!  Need big winners to win bigger than big losers lose 

!  Illumination 
!  Speaking their language 
!  Leading policymakers to reach their own conclusions 

Requirements for Illuminated Policymaking 
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